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they do not know how to convey love…

they do not know how to express gratitude…

they do not know the beauty of innocence…

you can give your children an inner sky

of freedom…of sensitivity…of love…

of understanding that they are beings of light

that is why i am totally against outer education

it destroys a childs ability to be sensitive

to search answers from within

education gives you every answer from without

it is an utter lie…

even if a buddha gives you knowledge…it is a lie 

it is just information

even speaking truth is passing information

the child is sensitive

they can draw the inner knowing from within…

and that receptivity is education…

how to draw inner understanding…

silently…

from within…

outer knowledge is stupid

computers know everything

inner education is of simple things 

love…kindness…compassion…gratitude

silence…stillness…meditativeness

these are simply inner sciences

please do not bring up children

let them bring you up…

of course you need to give them some food

a few clothes but leave them alone

i am totally against education…

absolutely against education !

no need…

i have not educated myself more than tenth class

especially today…there is so much information available 

in the past education may have been necessary

today the children know more from internet than their professors

knowledge is so easy to come by…

the value of knowledge has become pointless today

so what mind are you creating for the children ?

the schools are living in the past

the whole syllabus structure…the whole education…

is teaching you the stupidity of the past…

internet knowledge is so advanced

that a child can simply google every single word…

he will know more than the professor of the university 

real knowledge means to be able to find what you need for your life…

you just need a computer and you are free…

a bit of language

education can be finished in four years

maximum five years 

just basic abcd…

a new form of education is needed

of meditation…

of the inner science…

of how to understand love…

of how to be receptive and sensitive to your inner being

it is a bigger universe within you…

you can have a phd

and not know how to express your love

you can see all these professors…

all these intellectual scientists…
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